Please enjoy the following activities:

SUPERHERO STORYTIME | 10:15 - 10:45 A.M. | COMMUNITY ROOM
HORA DEL CUENTO DE SUPERHÉROES | SALA COMUNITARIA
Movement, music, stories, and fun for the whole family with a superhero twist! Designed for ages 0 and up with a caregiver.

RUBBER DUCK COSPLAY | 10:15 - 11:15 A.M. | STEM LAB
“COSPLAY” DE PATITO DE GOMA | LABORATORIO DE STEM
Give your rubber duck a cosplay makeover! Supplies limited.

CHAOS FANFICTION WORKSHOP | 10:30 - 11:30 A.M. | PROGRAMMING ROOM
TALLER DE FANFICCIÓN DE CAOS | SALA DE PROGRAMACIÓN
Come give the wheels of fate a spin! This fun & silly fanfiction workshop challenges you to come up with a plot for your favorite characters, despite the meddling wheels of fate endeavoring to waylay you. Presented by Corvus Grey.

SWORD FIGHTING DEMO WITH ROUND TABLE HISTORICAL FENCING | 11:15 A.M. - 12:00 P.M. | COMMUNITY ROOM
DEMOSTRACIÓN DE ESGRIMA CON ESPADAS CON EL GRUPO HISTÓRICO ROUND TABLE | SALA COMUNITARIA
Get a sneak peek into the world of Historical European Martial Arts. See a demo on the basics of wielding a longsword & the strategy behind its use! Echa un vistazo al mundo de las Artes Marciales Históricas Europeas. ¡Observa una demostración sobre los fundamentos del manejo de una espada larga y la estrategia detrás de su uso!

USING FOLKLORE, MYTHS, & LEGENDS TO CREATE RICHER STORIES IN ALL GENRES | 11:30 A.M. - 12:30 P.M. | STEM LAB
UTILIZA FOLCLORE, MITOS Y LEYENDAS PARA CREAR HISTORIAS EN TODOS LOS GÉNEROS | LABORATORIO DE STEM
Join Michelle Sholund from the Maryland Writers’ Association for this writing workshop! ¡Únete a Michelle Sholund de la Asociación de Escritores de Maryland para este taller de escritura!

See other side for more activities -->
COSPLAY 101 | 11:45 A.M. - 12:45 P.M. | PROGRAMMING ROOM
CLASE DE “COSPLAY” 101 | SALA DE PROGRAMACIÓN
Do you know what cosplay is? Do you want to learn more? Join a cosplayer to explain the basics—who does it, what it entails, and how to get started!

WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN GAMER SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (WMGSO) | 12:15 - 1:00 P.M. | COMMUNITY ROOM
ORQUESTRA SINFÓNICA DE JUGADORES DE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN (WMGSO) | SALA COMUNITARIA
The WMGSO is a nonprofit community orchestra based in the D.C.-metro area. They arrange and perform music exclusively from video games!

BEAT MARIO!: VIDEO GAME RACES | 12:45 - 1:45 P.M. | STEM LAB
¡VENCE A MARIO!: CARRERAS DE VIDEOJUEGOS | LABORATORIO DE STEM
Can you beat Mario? Try your luck and see!

MAGICAL SING-ALONG | 1:00 - 2:00 P.M. | PROGRAMMING ROOM
CANTURREO MÁGICO | SALA DE PROGRAMACIÓN
Join us for a magical karaoke session!

TRIVIA | 1:15 - 2:45 P.M. | COMMUNITY ROOM
TRIVIA | SALA COMUNITARIA
Test your knowledge and compete for prizes in this fandom themed trivia event!

COMIC ART WORKSHOP WITH ORLANDO CAICEDO | 2:00 - 3:00 P.M. | STEM LAB
TALLER DE ARTE DE CÓMIC CON ORLANDO CAICEDO | LABORATORIO DE STEM
Join artist Orlando Caicedo for a comic art workshop!

BREAK MY GAME: GAME JAM | 2:15 - 3:30 P.M. | PROGRAMMING ROOM
ROMPE MI JUEGO: ENCuentro GAME JAM | SALA DE PROGRAMACIÓN
Brainstorm, design, and prototype a quick board game using the array of pieces and materials provided, all while connecting with fellow fans!

CURIOUS IGUANA PRESENTS: ANDREW AUSEON | 3:00 - 4:00 P.M. | COMMUNITY ROOM
CURIOUS IGUANA PRESENTA: ANDREW AUSEON | SALA COMUNITARIA
Andrew Auseon is the author of several books for children and young adults, and he is the writer of numerous bestselling and award-winning video games!
Andrew Auseon es el autor de varios libros para niños y jóvenes adultos, y es el escritor de numerosos videojuegos superventas y galardonados.